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Abstract— Cloud Computing is evolving into the most desirous
computing technology especially because of its low cost &
resource independence but also incurs some of the most
threatening concerns to the future of this technology i.e. its
security. This paper presents a brief introduction to Cloud
Computing with a comprehensive review of the most discussed
security concerns to Cloud Systems.
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I.

Fig.1. Layered Architecture of Cloud
IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) is the basis of other two
layers comprised of hardware resources abstracted by
virtualization technology and distributed technology to
provide a pool of unlimited virtual resources in the form of
infrastructure as a service. Users subscribe to such services
to utilize virtual infrastructure resources provided by cloud
service provider. PaaS (Platform as a service) builds upon
IaaS to provide development environment, runtime
environment and management environment on cloud
without depending upon end users hardware constraints.
SaaS (Software as a service) works upon PaaS to provide
applications run on clouds to fulfill users need without any
constraints of application specific environment and save cost
of software licenses.
On the other hand, architecture of cloud computing can also
be defined upon its deployment: public cloud, private cloud,
hybrid cloud and community cloud. In public cloud, cloud
services are available to general public or to a large section,
owned and sold by cloud service providers. In private cloud,
cloud services are purely used by an organization and
managed by that organization or third party. In community
cloud, a community of several organizations share services
which are maintained by organizations or third party.
Sometimes, there is need to deploy cloud in more than one
of the above models to fulfill specific needs called hybrid
cloud, where those clouds are bounded by standardized and
proprietary technologies to maintain its integrity.
Cloud can be viewed as a pool of resources where service
providers provide services to users through internet [5].
Users only need to subscribe to required services without
any consideration of hardware constraints and one-time
payments for licenses because in cloud computing, users
only need to use services according to their needs like pay as
you go like utility models. For hardware constraints, all the
physical resources required for demanding services is on
cloud side, so a user only need to have a system with
internet connection and a simple system configuration.

CLOUD COMPUTING

The concept of cloud computing has been defined formally
at the end of 2006 by Eric Schmidt, the CEO of Google
proposed the Google 101 plan. By NIST, cloud computing is
defined as a model for enabling convenient, on demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable resources
(e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management efforts or cloud provider interaction[1].
Cloud Computing is a new computing model which comes
from Grid computing, Distributed computing, Parallel
computing, Virtualization technology, utility computing and
other computing technologies [2]. Cloud refers to a network
of provided resources, in which all resources are infinitely
scalable and used as a utility [3] means; user can get
services according to his needs.
NIST suggested a system architecture of cloud computing,
which consists of three basic layers from bottom to the top
including infrastructure layer, platform layer and application
layer. These layers have different functions and provide
different services respectively including IaaS (Infrastructure
as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), SaaS (Software
as a Service) [4].
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II.

87.5% . That’s why this paper focuses on a comprehensive
review of Cloud Computing Security concerns.
The very basic view of Cloud Computing Security is based
on the composition structure of Cloud Computing platform
[14]. Cloud Computing platform has composed of three
layers: Core resources layer, Centralized management layer
& Foreign Services interface layer.
Foreign Services Interface layer faces users, so security of
this layer concerns with the user data protection. Hence need
to use application layer encryptions, identity authentication,
and SSL like security protections. Centralized Management
interface layer is responsible for receiving, processing &
managing scheduling system of user request. The security of
this layer deals with software system security, data audit
security & access management. The core layer deals with
Physical resources & its management. The safety of this
layer deals with network layer access security. So, this layer
is the key to Cloud Computing platform Security.
So, during the Cloud Computing Platform construction,
need to consider some non-avoidable issues at different
layers:
At Foreign Service layer [15],
 Interface Security: Interface of Cloud Systems should
be rigid enough to resist injection, overflow
vulnerability, cross-site attacks.
 Data Encryption: Need to use high strength encryption
algorithms.
 Channel Safety: As because of the threat of data
stealing by third party, need to secure channels using
stronger authentications.
At Centralized Management Interface layer [15],
 Filter: Filter checks the data in terms of its validity &
prevents illegal data entering into system. Also
authenticate users to accessing using blacklists to
prevent illegitimate user. So need to concern the
security & integrity of filter.
 Audit: Auditing of data, authorization of users prevent
internal problems.
At Core Resources layer [15],
 Firewall: Firewall protects resources from attacks.
 IDS/IPS: IDS/IPS provides flexible defensive strategies
to protect systems.
Cloud Computing Security Concerns can also be defined
from two perspectives [16]: One, from Traditional system
security, where need to deal with virus, DDoS etc. Second,
from cloud computing systems, where these concerns
brought by cloud computing systems itself, where privacy,
resource availability, data encryption etc. emerges as
security concerns.
Security concerns in cloud computing can also be divided at
five different levels including clients, applications, platform,
infrastructure and server [18]. Also the deployment models
of cloud: Private, Public, Community and Hybrid have their
own security concerns associated with them based on the
user-domain in which it exists [19].
In cloud computing, Identity and Access Management plays
one of the most important parts for its security [10], which
features how to authorize, authenticate and audit users who
are accessing cloud services.

IMPETUS FOR CLOUD COMPUTING IN
MARKET

The reason, why today’s computing paradigm is
transforming into cloud computing is the number of issues
addressed by cloud computing and attain those solutions as
its characteristics [6][7]:
A. Flexibility and Scalability
The characteristic of flexibility/elasticity which provisions
and de-provisions resources according to demand to scale
horizontally by increasing or decreasing number of systems
and vertically by increasing and decreasing hardware
configurations.
B. Scope of Network Access
Cloud Computing provides the standardized mechanism to
access network by different platforms i.e. mobile phones,
laptops and PDAs.
C. Location Independence
Cloud Computing abstracts the physical resources to provide
virtualized resources, results in, users have the sense of
location independence. But can specify location at a higher
level of abstraction i.e. Country, State.
D. Economy of Scale
With the help of virtualization technology, a resource is
further virtualized into many small resources results in
better utilization of resources.
E. Reliability
Cloud Computing provides mechanisms to use redundant
resources to provide higher degree of reliability and uptime.
F. Cost Effectiveness
As the sole idea of cloud computing is utility computing,
where users only charged according to its usage irrespective
of the one-time ownership cost of resources like in
conventional computing. Hence provide cost effectiveness.
G. Sustainability
Cloud computing as because of improved utilization of
resources, less carbon emission and results in efficient
system, proves its sustainability.
Because of these facts, many agencies those study this
technology assess its upcoming importance. In a press
release, Gartner says, cloud computing will become the bulk
of new IT spend by 2016[8].
III.

CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY CONCERNS

As cloud computing is comprised of various hardcore
technologies like networking, virtualization, software
development, it has a vivid scope of research in different
directions.
Image
(OS
kernel/Virtual
Appliance)
Optimization [9], Fault tolerance [10], Multitenancy [11],
Cloud Migration [11], Virtualization [12], Security etc. But
security concerns are the most prioritized one for end user to
feel comfortable with cloud for software, data and
processes, he uses in terms of its privacy, integrity etc [9].
As shown in Figure 3, a report of IDC (International Data
Corporation) enterprise panel in August 2008 [13] states the
problems facing during Cloud Computing Platform
development shows how Cloud Computing Security
dominates all other problems with the highest percentage of
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Concerns of account and service hijacking which involves
phishing, fraud and other vulnerabilities where credentials
are stolen and used to gain an unauthorized access to cloud
threat the integrity, confidentiality and availability of data
services [20].

reusable token, logging capabilities and content transmission
[20].
Reputation Fate Sharing[33], which transfer errors from one
server to each virtual machine by that corrupted server also
need to be addressed using best practices[21]. Quality of
Services also required to be focused as Cloud Service
Providers are only focusing on fast performance and low
cost [22]. Issues of Multitenancy present the threat of
information leakage and exploitation when sharing
applications and hardware in virtualization [27].
Virtual Machine portability needs to be secured for cloud
migration as residual data of ported Virtual machine on
former cloud presents threats to security of Virtual
Machines[20][34].
Migrating computing to cloud computing increases Internet
dependencies, which presents concerns of Internet
reliability.

Foreign Service Interface Layer
Interface Security

Data Encryption

Channel Safety

Centralized Management Interface Layer
Filter: Data Legality Detection, Identity authentication
Audits: Security Audit, System Audit

IV.

Although whatsoever the concerns regarding security of
Cloud Computing, yet there is need to do an extensive
research in the field of Cloud Computing Security, because
the emergence of new technology totally depends upon the
trust it builds upon with its users. That’s why this paper is
drafted so can provide a one stop purview of the Cloud
Computing Security concerns & motivate new researchers in
this field.
This paper firstly briefs about the Cloud Computing then
presents various security concerns regarding Cloud
Computing from different perspectives i.e. from the
perspective of Cloud Computing Construction, from the
perspective of its service layered architecture, from the
perspective of tradition system, Clouds system, ServerClient computing etc. to ensure the reader to get maximum
from this comprehensive review study.

Core Resource Layer
Firewall

CONCLUSION

IDS/IPS

Fig.2. Security Issues at different layers of Cloud
Computing Platform [15]
Even malicious insiders can severely impact the
organization in terms of brand damage, financial and
productivity losses. In cloud, there is need to have strong
authentication mechanism [21].
Regulations for privacy of information vary across the
world, which needs to comply with those ones. Concerns
regarding compliance risk are because of lack of governance
for audits [20]. There is not any provision for audits of
Cloud Service Providers [22]. If, Cloud Service Providers
outsource services to 3rd party not in fully transparent
manner, a user must have to inspect the process [23][24]. In
case of data loss, user has no right to claim on Service
Provider.
The concerns of securing data in transmission [25] introduce
the concept of encryption to secure data and access by
authorized user only. User Identity [25] concerns emerges
because cloud services are metered and should be only used
by authenticated user.
Protection of data in storage [25] is another challenge in
Cloud Computing environment. Data location, Data
Recovery, Data Control, Data privacy, Data Availability,
Data Transmission, Data Security, Data Reminisce issues
and Data Disposal are some common and important
concerns regarding data in cloud environment requires to be
properly encrypted, transmitted, protected, controlled and
available in timely manner [26][27][24][21][28][29][30].
Protection of Virtual Servers and Virtual Networks are as
important as its non virtual counterparts. Network attacks
present a bigger concern in cloud environment [25].
Misconfiguration of network firewalls and inadequate
security configuration in cloud environment and on-network
emerges as security holes for illegitimate users [24].
Virtualization Technology presents new challenges in
security like virtual traffic analysis, integrity of virtual
machines etc.[31].VM level vulnerabilities occur because of
faulty implementation of VM Hypervisors[20][32]. Insecure
APIs expose organizations to risks like unauthorized access,

Fig.3. Ranking of facing problems during Cloud
Computing platform construction
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